MINNESOTA DOWNS HUSKERS

‘Bishop Misbehaves’ Opens Oct. 14
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ROScoe Supplies
WINNERS’ POWER

LaNeue Shows Flash for Huskers as Beefy Gopher Line Bottles Up Cardinal, Shows How Two Scoring Chances in Last Half

Husky Vikings Display Potency First Half
Bibbmen Outplayed in First Half—Rally in Final Period But Nosemen Stave Off Attack With Brilliant Goal Line Defensive Stand.

By Dick Kazmierski

Vikings from the North were mowed into statistical nothingness yesterday afternoon, slamming a 21-7 beating on Dave Bibb’s Huskers, and resulted conclusively back to Springfield, leaving tiptoeing Violets with practically the greatest share of the limelight of the 25,000 spectators who packed Memorial Stadium yesterday. Zuflagging through the Nebraska team with all the complicated action that a 14-point margin of victory could be expected to generate, and the Huskers didn’t disappoint anyone.

GILMORE SAYS Formal Requirements of Italian-Ethiopian Situation Raise Difficult Questions for Secretary

By Miss Strathe, Dwight Perkins Take Parts in Comedy.

PLAY RAY IN NEW YORK.

Margaret Carpenter, Low Portray Characters in Production.

“The Bishop Misbehaves,” a novelty in that it mixes a startling mixture of Holy Comedy, produce on Monday for a week’s run at the Low, will star Miss Strathe and Dwight Perkins as Bishop Wheler and Miss Strathe as the Bishop’s Wife, respectively.

Aluminum Sells Out Football Bulletin

Gilmore Sells Formal Requirements of Italian-Ethiopian Situation Raise Difficult Questions for Secretary

Illegal Strike by University Students

Definite Resolutions Passed By Students After Four Hour Session

CIVIL ENGINEERS SEE FOOTBALL GAME

University Alumni of the University of Nebraska in the Northeastern Division are holding a football game next Saturday, Oct. 12, at 2 p.m. at Harvard University.

Fellman Believes Federal Processing Tax Act Illegal

That the expense court will do what it is supposed to do is an open question. And when the Wilson-Bryan act is replaced by the new federal law, it will be possible to determine whether the court has given up its power or has been made to play the game. Which the court has been made to play the game.

REGENs ANNOUNCE NAMES OF 131 NEW FACULTY ADDITIONS

Eight Faculty Members, 123 Assistants Appointed By Board.